
Lesson 10: Form 1042-S Walkthrough Part 8

Boxes 16a through 16e are related to a payer.  Now this may seem confusing.  The payer’s

information required here relates to use of an authorized agent.  So, what is that?  An

authorized agent is an agent, for purposes of filing Form 1042 or making tax deposits and

payments on behalf of its principal, the payer, only if all five of these conditions apply:

- First, there is a written agreement between the payer and the person acting as agent

- Second, a Form 8655, Reporting Agent Authorization, is filed with the IRS if the agent is

filing Form 1042 (in its own name) on behalf of the payer.

- Third, the books and records and relevant personnel of the agent are available to the

payer.

- Fourth, the payer remains fully liable for the acts of its agent and does not assert any of

the defenses that otherwise may be available.

- And fifth, if the agent is filing Form 1042 in its own name on behalf of the payer, the

agent is reported as the withholding agent in Boxes 12a through 12i and information

about the payer is reported in Boxes 16a through 16e of the Form 1042-S.

In these boxes, the withholding agent includes the name, TIN, and GIIN of the payer, if it is

different from the withholding agent information in Boxes 12a, 12d, and 12e.

Now, if a payment is being made by a transfer agent or a paying agent acting as a withholding

agent on behalf of a payer, then the withholding agent enters the chapter 3 and 4 status codes

applicable to the status of the payer in Boxes 16d and 16e.



Our last three boxes are 17a, 17b, and 17c.  We have seen these on our Forms 1099.  They are

for State income tax withholding and reporting.  This is where the withholding agent reports any

State income tax information if it applied State withholding.

And that is the face of the form. Now we will talk about some other important rules.

First, and we did talk about this a bit, but it is important to mention again.  U.S. withholding

agents that make payments of amounts subject to withholding on Form 1042-S must file

separate Forms 1042-S for each recipient who receives income.  Also, withholding agents must

file a separate Form 1042-S for each type of income that it reports to a single recipient.  This

means that if a recipient receives dividend and interest income from a withholding agent, then

the withholding agent must issue and file two Forms 1042-S to that recipient – one reporting

the interest and one reporting the dividends.

Now, let’s break this down a bit further and talk about payments made directly to beneficial

owners versus payments made to intermediaries or flowthrough entities.

First, with respect to payments made directly to beneficial owners, a withholding agent must

complete a Form 1042-S and treat the beneficial owner as the recipient.  It would not complete

Boxes 15a through 15i, which are for payments made through intermediaries or flowthrough

entities.  Withholding agents must include the following:

- Boxes 3a and 4a, which are the chapter 3 and chapter 4 exemption codes

- Box 3b, which is the chapter 3 status code, where the payment reported is an amount

subject to chapter 3 withholding, which would be required on all Forms 1042-S.

- Box 4b, which is the chapter 4 status code, where the payment reported is a chapter 4

withholdable amount.  If the payment reported is not a chapter 4 withholdable amount,



such as a payment for personal services, then a chapter 4 status code in Box 4b is not

required.

- Boxes 16a through 16e, but only if the withholding agent is completing the Form 1042-S

as a paying agent acting pursuant to an agreement to act as authorized agent for filing

and reporting Forms 1042 and 1042-S.  One might see this in the bond setting, where a

bank is designated as a paying agent, or in the transfer agent setting for payment of

stocks and securities.

Now, where we have non-U.S. joint owners, a withholding agent may provide one single Form

1042-S to the owner upon whose status the withholding agent relied in order to determine the

applicable rate of withholding.   This owner must be the one with the highest rate of

withholding, which means if there are two non-U.S. owners and one is subject to 30 percent

withholding, while the other is a tax resident of a country with which the United States has an

Income Tax Treaty in effect and is entitled to a 15 percent rate of withholding, then the

withholding agent would apply the 30 percent withholding and report to that person.  There is

an exception here, where if any one of those owners requests its own Form 1042-S, then the

withholding agent must furnish a Form 1042-S to the person who requests it.  If the withholding

agent already applied withholding and filed the Form 1042-S to the IRS, then the withholding

agent must amend the originally filed Form 1042-S in order to allocate the payment and tax

withholding among the joint owners accordingly.  This means that the withholding agent would

have to issue two separate Forms 1042-S in our scenario – one to the owner subject to 30

percent withholding and one to the owner subject to 15 percent withholding.  Even further, the

amount reported must equal 100 percent of the joint account and not more.  If the two joint

owners received $1,000 in interest income, then $500 in interest iIncome would be reported on

each Form 1042-S.  As we saw earlier, the recipient information in Boxes 13a through 13d can

hold information for one beneficial owner only.  So, one more time, only one recipient per Form

1042-S!  Let’s walk through an example.

Assume a U.S. withholding agent makes a chapter 4 withholdable payment of U.S. source

dividends to a non-U.S. individual or human.  That person provided the withholding agent with



a reliable Form W-8BEN and did not request treaty benefits.  The withholding agent must file a

Form 1042-S for that individual, with the following information:

- Box 1 should reflect income code 06 for dividends.

- Box 3 should reflect 3, for chapter 3 payment.

- Box 3a should reflect 00 for the chapter 3 exemption code, because there are no

exemptions.

- Box 3b should reflect 30.00 as the rate of withholding.

- Box 4a should reflect exemption code 15 , because the payee is not subject to chapter 4

withholding, as there is a reliable Form W-8 on file.

- Box 13f should reflect income code 16, because the chapter 3 status of the payee is an

individual.

- Box 13g should reflect 23, again, because the chapter 4 status of the payee is an

individual.


